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DATA. 'Waves Complete VST RTAS TDM 7 1 1 6 bellucci interpetra trio3d h' If you downloaded this waveform and would
like to share it with others, please upload it to our server. Note: This file is not intended for listening purposes.Q: Haskell
generate different values for same key I'm working on a little project and I'm stuck in a problem. I have a Table where the two
keys are "weight" and "height". I'm trying to generate all the combinations, for instance if I have the keys "100kg" and "1,3" I
would have 3 combinations with 3 different values. And if I have the keys "1,2" and "2,4" I would have 2 combinations with the
same values. I've started writing this function but I'm not sure how to do it: createCombinations::[key]->[key]->[key]
createCombinations keys weight height Here is the beginning of my code: combinations a b = [] But I don't know how to
generate all the combinations and sort them by the number of occurrences. A: Here is one possible solution. I have first solved it
by writing the values of the tuples as strings: import Data.Char (isUpper, isAlphaNum, isDigit, isPunctuation)
createCombinations :: [(key, key)] -> [(key, key)] -> [(key, key)] createCombinations [] [] = [] createCombinations (w:ws)
(h:hs) = w : createCombinations ws hs Then I added a little function to find the most probable keys: findMostProbable :: [(key,
key)] -> [(key, key)] findMostProbable [] = [] findMostProbable ((w, _):xs) = [(w, _) : 82157476af
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